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While Memory Wall’s run may have been mixed there
was “issue”, a spin-off. This one-off had a national profile.
It ushered in a celebration of nothing. Gifted a big screen
moment _ sponsored by big beer_ on how “entirely unrelated to each other we are by anything tangible”. In a bent
way this author was responsible for the gathering. Got
credit for five thousand people coming together to watch
a TV show about absolutely nothing. This nothing was
the final episode of Jerry Seinfeld. It was a double down
on Arendt’s table tale. Polis as RecRoom. It might not
have brought forth what is great and radiant’—ta megala
kai lampra — but the housekeeping was impeccable.

Unlike Seinfeld, Pruitt- Igoe and Escape, some
myth-making play. They help change the
conversation from the “joy of group
housekeeping”.
Dystopic Kid Text (DKT) was one. A nine
year-old’s monologue started out as a
prologue in buildbetterbarrel, then it went its
grave merry viral way. It’s a bleak script.
But at least you’re not stuck around a table
with Jerry Seinfeld and friends.

Dystopic Kid Text

I’m anxious, very anxious. I
know man’s natural state is
to be overwhelmed with
anxiety. His heart all day long
gnawed on by fear of death,
poverty, or other calamity.
That he has no repose, nor
pause of his anxiety, but in
sleep. And I’m not sleeping
well these days. It’s worse
for me than it was for
Thomas Hobbes. That
English philosopher only had
to deal with the vicious cycle
and maniacal fury of
perpetual war, Kids Play. But
what about the vicious cycle
and maniacal fury of the
perpetual digitization of
everything? Day after day I
have to attend to the absence
of hermeneutical
structures, the failure
of interpretive systems,
the compete lack of any
probing cartographic tools.
You know what this is doing
to my tomorrows; solitary,
poor, nasty, brutish and short.

It’s a bleak script. But at least you’re
not stuck around a table with Jerry
Seinfeld and friends.

